We discuss the distribution of ions around highly charged PEs when there is competition between monovalent and multivalent ions, pointing out that in this case the number of condensed ions is sensitive to short-range interactions, salt and model-dependent approximations. This sensitivity is discussed in the context of recent experiments on DNA aggregation, induced by multivalent counterions such as spermine and spermidine. ᮊ
Introduction
Despite extensive theoretical and experimental research, polyelectrolyte (PE) solutions are relatively poorly understood compared to their neutral counterparts w1x. The main difficulty in their theoretical treatment arises from the long-range nature of electrostatic interactions between the charged groups along the PEs. Another major difficulty arises in highly charged PEs due to their coupling with the surrounding ionic solution, which is difficult to treat theoretically, since one cannot simply trace over the ionic degrees of freedom via the linearized Debye-Huckel theory.
In this paper we address the distribution of ions near highly charged PEs, concentrating on the case where more than one counterion species is present in the solution. We point out that the number of condensed ions is then highly sensitive to various parameters such as short-range interactions, salt concentration and modeldependent approximations-even at low concentrations of salt. In contrast, in solutions with only one type of counterion these parameters are important at high salt concentrations, e.g. in the ion-dependent solubility of proteins; at lower salt concentrations, typically up to 100 mM, their influence on ion condensation is weak.
After illustrating the above points using a simple example (Section 2), we discuss the competition *Corresponding author. E-mail address: yorambu@post.tau.ac.il (Y. Burak).
between monovalent and multivalent ions in the context of DNA aggregation (Section 3), concentrating in particular on the role played by short-range interactions in the dilute (non-aggregated) phase. In Section 4 we discuss qualitatively the dependence on salt concentration of the number of condensed ions. For this purpose we use a simplified two-phase model similar to Manning's model.
Condensation on a single polyelectrolyte chain
Let us consider first the distribution of ions near a single PE, i.e. taking the limit of infinite dilution for the PE solution. Let us assume also that the PE is uniformly charged with a charge per unit length equal to r. Suppose first that there is only one type of counterions in the system.
When there is no salt in the solution only some of the ions remain bound to the PE, while the others escape to infinity. The number of bound ions, per unit length, is given by the well-known formula obtained from Manning condensation theory w2x:
where r*s1y(zl ) and l se y(´k T) is the Bjerrum
length, z is the counterion valency, e is the unit charge, is the dielectric constant of the solvent and k T is the B thermal energy. When r)r* the condensed ions partially neutralize the PE such that its effective charge per unit length is equal to r*. This result is a consequence of the interplay between entropy and electrostatic energy at large ion-PE distances. Hence short-range interactions (ion-ion or ion-PE) are not expected to modify the number of condensed ions, although they may influence the distribution of the ions within the condensed layer.
The number of ions in the vicinity of the polymer is also insensitive to salt at low and moderate concentrations w3x, as illustrated in Fig. 1a . The figure shows the accumulated number of multivalent ions (zs4) per unit length up to a distance r from a PE having roughly the parameters of DNA (charge per unit length equal to 1y(1.7 A) and a radius of 10 A), as a function of r.T he ion distribution is modeled using mean field theory and calculated using the Poisson-Boltzmann (PB) equation. This is done for simplicity, while in fact correlation effects beyond mean field are important in this case since the ions are multivalent. The dashed line shows the distribution when there is no salt in the solution; as r increases the accumulated number of ions r (r) b approaches a constant, which is the number of condensed ions per unit length predicted in Eq. (1). When 4:1 salt is added to the solution at increasing concentrations of c s0.01, 0.1, 1, and 10 mM (solid lines) the z number of counterions close to the polymer is almost unaffected. A significant effect is seen only with c s z 100 mM.
Short-range interactions have no effect on the number of condensed ions in the limit of zero salt concentrations, and their effect remains small at low salt concentrations. For example, the effect of ion-PE dispersion forces was recently estimated for condensation of monovalent ions on DNA, using the Poisson-Boltzmann equation and the Hamaker approximation for the ion-PE dispersion interaction w4x. The effect was considerable at 1 M salt concentration, where electrostatic interactions are highly screened. However, below 100 mM, even with rather strong dispersion interactions, in the order of four times the thermal energy close to contact, the effect on ion condensation was small.
Returning to our numerical example, let us consider the situation when there is more than one type of counterion in the solution. Suppose that the solution contains monovalent (1:1) salt of concentration c , The number of condensed multivalent ions is now determined not only by a balance of entropy and electrostatics, but also from the competition with the monovalent ions. Furthermore, this competition can be influenced by ion-specific short-range interactions w5x leading to a strong influence on the number of condensed ions. As a simple example, the dotted lines show results for multivalent ions that are slightly larger than the monovalent ions, having a radius of closest approach to the PE that is larger by 2 A from that of the 
Counterion competition in DNA aggregation
In Ref.
w6x DNA aggregation, induced by multivalent ions, was studied experimentally. The conditions for aggregation were mapped with varying concentrations of monovalent salt, multivalent salt and DNA. These experiments provide interesting evidence for the role played by competition between different ion species. We will concentrate on experiments that were done in solutions containing the following ingredients: short extracted from the experimental data w7x and are reproduced in Table 1 . there is a reasonable agreement with experiment (within the error bars). However, for c s88 mM there is a 30% 1 deviation. The overall agreement with PB theory is surprisingly good, considering that PB theory does not work so well for bulky multivalent ions. Ion-ion correlations that are ignored in PB theory and are important with multivalent ions, tend to increase the number of bound multivalent counterions. Instead, for c s88 mM, 1 the number of bound multivalent ions is decreased. We conclude that ion correlations by themselves are not the main source for deviations seen in Table 1 , and shortrange interactions also play a prominent role.
Comparison with PB theory
There are many types of short-range interactions that are not taken into account in PB theory. Spermine is a long, relatively narrow molecule, which can approach DNA at close proximity, and even penetrate the grooves at certain sites and orientations w8x. However, configurations that are close enough to the DNA are accompanied by a loss of orientational entropy. Other factors that modify the interaction of spermine with DNA, compared to simplified electrostatic models, include dispersion interactions, specific ordering of charges on the spermine and DNA, and arrangement of the surrounding water molecules.
Taking all the above parameters into account is beyond the scope of this work. Instead we demonstrate, within the framework of PB theory, that short-range interactions can influence the competition between monovalent and multivalent ions, and thereby affect the onset of aggregation in a similar way to that seen it Table 1 . As a simple example (with somewhat arbitrary parameters chosen to demonstrate our point) two shortrange effects are added to the PB model. We consider four-valent ions that are larger than the monovalent ones. Hence the distance of closest approach to the DNA is different for the two species. In this example these distances are taken as 9 A for the monovalent counterions and 12 A for the multivalent ones. In addition, we include a short-range attraction between the multivalent ions and DNA: multivalent ions gain 3 k T if their distance from the DNA is smaller than B 15 A. Qualitatively these are two competing effects. The first one (closer approach of monovalent ions) slows down replacement of monovalent ions by multivalent ions, while the second (short-range attraction) has the opposite effect. The balance between the two effects is different for different c and .
The last column of Table 1 shows values of ar z calculated using the above modified model. These values (SR) are shown next to the results of the usual PoissonBoltzmann theory (PB) and compared with the experimental value of . For c s2 mM, r is almost the 0.52 mM, r is considerably decreased with the inclusion z of short-range interactions, and is closer to the experimental value. Any one of the two short-range effects, by itself, results in a large discrepancy with experimental data at low salt concentrations. We believe that the importance of competing mechanisms for a long, multivalent ion such as spermine go beyond the simple modifications to PB described above. More refined modifications include the loss of orientational entropy at close proximity to the DNA. This effect creates a short-range repulsion, whereas the correlation effect beyond mean-field is similar to a short-range attraction. Similar competing mechanisms were found in simulation of spermidine (3q) and NaCl in contact with DNA w9x. In particular, for high salt concentrations spermidine binding was considerably reduced compared to Poisson-Boltzmann theory. In the computer simulation w9x both molecular-specific interactions, the geometrical shape of the constituents and ion-ion correlations were taken into account. All these effects, and especially the geometry of spermidine, which is similar to that of spermine, were found to play an important role.
Two-phase model for competing species
Two-phase models have been widely used to describe the distribution of counterions around cylindrical macromolecules w2,10x. In these models ions are considered as either condensed or free. The condensed ions gain electrostatic energy due to their proximity to the negatively charged chain but lose entropy, since they are bound at a small cylindrical shell around it. For systems with more than one type of counterion Manning introduced the so-called two-variable theory w11x, which is an extension of his previous model w2,3x. This model has been used to analyze condensation (single molecule collapse) of DNA molecules induced by spermine and spermidine w12,13x. In this section we present a similar model, which differs from Manning's two-variable theory in some details. Our main purpose is to explain the large sensitivity of to changes in monovalent salt U c z concentration. As a by-product of our analysis we compare our two-phase model with PB theory and Manning's two-variable theory.
Model details and main equations
Assume that the PE is confined within a finite cylindrical cell of area A. The free energy is then written as follows: 
The first two terms are the entropy of bound multivalent and monovalent counterions, where r and r are energy of bound ions is given in Manning's theory by: yka fs2l r yzr yr log 1ye .
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In the last column of Table 2 we present the results of Manning's two variable theory, in the version that was used in Refs. w12,13,16x (with different areas of condensation for monovalent and multivalent counterions). Compared to our two-phase model, deviations from PB theory are larger, typically of approximately two orders of magnitude. Since both two-phase models are quite similar to each other, their different predictions demonstrate the large sensitivity to model-dependent parameters. In our opinion such models are useful for obtaining qualitative predictions, but should be used with great care when quantitative predictions are required.
Summary
In this paper we discussed competition between ions of different valency in DNA aggregation, concentrating on DNA-counterion complexes in the dilute (non-aggregate) phase. Due to competition, the number of condensed multivalent ions is highly sensitive to salt concentration and to short-range, ion-specific effects. Simplified models that include only electrostatic interactions are thus limited in their capability to predict the conditions required for aggregation. An important experimental evidence for the importance of specific interactions is that different multivalent ions vary strongly in their ability to induce condensation or aggregation of DNA, even if they have the same valency w17,18x. In addition to the role of specific interactions in the dilute DNA phase, they also play a prominent role in the aggregates w20,21x, where the gap between neighboring DNA chains is typically of order 10 A w19x.
